ALFRED NOBEL THE MAN
travelling; if lie was " at home " for a time, his " home " was
practically nothing but his laboratory, where he would spend the
whole day engaged upon new discoveries on which his brain was
ceaselessly working. His home was at Kriimmel until, in 1873, he
purchased a house of his own in the Avenue Malakoff in Paris.
After a time, however, the laboratory which he had installed there
proved too small, and in 1881 he therefore had a new one built at
Sevran, some distance out of Paris. He was, however, practically
driven out of Sevran, having wounded the delicate sensibilities of
French national feeling, the French taking offence at the fact that
Nobel powder was being sold to other countries. In April, 1890,
Nobel wrote to his nephew Emanuel:
" At the beginning of March, Barbe and Freycinet began to
dispute in parliament. Barbe behaved rather stupidly, and
incurred a merited reprimand. But the unfortunate consequence
is that the Government has, by virtue of its monopoly, prohibited
me from manufacturing even the very smallest amount of explosive,
or to possess any kind of weapon for my shooting tests. This is
pure chicanery; but as they threaten to put me in a fortress,
which would have had the disadvantage of still further spoiling my
digestion, I cannot resist or defy the prohibition. The delightful
thing is that the War Minister, some days before he prohibited me
from manufacturing explosives, himself asked me in writing to
make him some samples. Not to be allowed to work at Sevran has
pretty well upset my applecart. I was in the middle of some very
interesting problems which will have to be put on one side; it is
not at all easy to move my laboratory abroad, quite apart from the
considerable expense involved.'* As the French press also began
to attack him violently, he turned his back upon that country, and
settled at San Remo in Italy, where he built himself a magnificent
laboratory and a villa which he called Mio Nido.
In 1894 he acquired an additional home; he bought the works at
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